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It is important to instruct the operator using the Legacy System that to make a ‘seamless transition’ to off-

leash …. the dog must first do some leash obedience with the on-leash feature of the Legacy device. 

Regardless of how good of a skill set a dog may have, there will be subtle movements at some point from the 

dog that the handler may not notice, … but the Force Sensitive Resistor (FSR) installed in the Legacy device 

automatically adjusts for those subtle movements from the dog.  

● The ‘rise and fall’ of the stimulus is designed to be felt by the dog and this ‘begins’ the lesson, ‘Learning how to 

learn’. 

● Every time there is pull pressure on the leash, this activates the FSR and the dog feels ‘Just EnoughTM’ stimulus 

(vibration or Impulse) to signal the dog to pay attention and ‘choose the proper response’. 

● The sensation of stimulus going up and coming down, ‘rise and fall’, immediately teaches the dog what behavior 

is approved while on leash.  This acceptance by the dog helps them understand what to do during the transition 

period to off-leash learning. 

● Dogs are reactive by nature.  They alert and respond to things going on by sight, sound, smell, taste, and touch. 

The patented process of the ‘rise and fall’ of stimulus helps the dog transition from reactive to proactive.  The 

dog takes ownership of their actions based on the consequences of their actions.  The ‘Just EnoughTM’ feature 

teaches the dog without applying ‘too much’. 

● The dog quickly understands what is allowed and accepts the outcome of its actions because the timing of the 

‘rise’ is consistently based on the leash pressure.  The dog’s actions, not the humans, determine how much ‘rise’ 

is needed to reach compliance based upon the ‘Just EnoughTM’ stimulus ‘rise’ and subsequent ‘fall.’ 

● The Legacy device achieves instant learning because ‘the dog is deciding how much stimulus it needs in order to 

comply with the command.’ 

● The Legacy device always starts at zero and goes ‘up’ (rises) linearly (gradually), reaching a plateau. And then, 

‘falls’ (goes down) achieving compliance by always adding ‘Just EnoughTM’ stimulus during the entire movement.  

For those times that you are off-leash follow the same routine as when on-leash except now it is the pressure 

applied to the FSR button on the hand-held Key-fob activator that determines the amount of sensation being 

felt by the dog. Observe your dog beginning and finishing each task with JUST ENOUGH, NEVER TOO MUCHTM 

being applied.   

● Remember - the Key-fob housing vibrates offering feedback for you to know how much and when the vibration 

sensation occurs to the dog during those off-leash exercises. 

Additionally, the Legacy device offers the remote control of an audible Tone sound used to notify the dog that 

indeed it has been successful or to give the dog a silent command to ‘lie down’ at a distance or ‘come in.’ 

A nighttime or low-light LED System is also remote-controlled to activate/deactivate upon demand. 
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